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Brookburn School Streets
Summary:
Committee members have attended both public meetings and we have made the point about effective consultation and that
‘Ville residents will be affected by any road closure or diversions imposed.
The organisers have been in touch, and we have responded.
The issues which will concern Chorltonville residents most will be:
Monitoring traffic and air quality on The Meade, East Meade and West Meade before and during the pilots.
Thebmonitoring beforehand should be on a school day so as to be representative.
Ditto Claude and Reynard, particularly at the top where Claude Road joins Brookburn Road.
Monitoring any incidents arising from road closure or diverted traffic.
Monitoring damage to grass verges on Chorltonville roads – particularly The Meade.
We will use our website and email list to pass on any further information as it comes to our attention. In the meantime, the
School Streets website is now live with further information:
https://www.pta-events.co.uk/brookburnpta/index.cfm?event=School%20Streets%20FAQ#.YtqCRezMK61

Key Found
A single Yale-type key on a
distinctive karabiner was found in
early July on West Meade. Please
email info@chorltonville.org if
you lost a key around this time.

Watering Trees
During the summer months,
particularly when the weather is dry,
please could residents monitor the
state of the young tree plantings and
water them where necessary. If we
can prevent new trees from dying, it
will save Chorltonville funds.

CHORLTONVILLE WINTER
WONDER WINDOWS 2022

In 2021, for the first time, the dark winter evenings were brightened by
25 decorated windows in Chorltonville homes, which were lit throughout
Advent – from 1st December up to Christmas and beyond.

Would you like to make a window this year?
Help, support and advice from other window-makers were freely shared
last year. We had one ‘planning meeting’ in the Bowling Green and then each
household created a window ready for the ‘lighting up’ on 1st December.
If you’d like to make a window or have any questions or comments, please
contact winterwindows@chorltonville.org by 31st October please!

Trim Hedges

Email collection

While the summer growth is in full swing, please be mindful of the impact
excess hedge growth has on pavement space and the ability for pedestrians particularly those in wheelchairs or with children in buggies - to negotiate the
gaps. Residents should ensure hedges are trimmed to provide as wide a gap as
possible. This also helps prevent damage to verges.

We are still short of email addresses
for residents. If you know of any
residents who are not receiving
communications from us, please ask
them to contact us.
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